Manon Plouffe • author

Manon Plouffe was born in Amos, in western Quebec. From an early age, she had a passion for reading, writing and faraway horizons. Books and traveling have allowed her to live unforgettable experiences all around the world.

She has published so far novels and short fiction, for readers from 6 to 99 years old. After writing Louis Jolliet Explorer and cartographer, she enthusiastically started to work on the extraordinary life of Jeanne Mance Co-founder of Montreal.

Manon Plouffe lives near Montreal, in Quebec, and still dreams of discovering new horizons, according to her wishes.

Illustrations

The cover illustration was produced by Sybiline, a talented portraitist whose career has earned numerous awards.

The inner pages’ black and white illustrations were made by Adeline Lamarre. Rich in details and drawn with great finesse, these realistic illustrations are the result of extensive research by their creator.

Jeanne Mance was born in the town of Langres, in France. She discovered her vocation for nursing during the great plague. After numerous adventures as a secular missionary, she arrived in New France, with about forty others to found Ville-Marie. She then worked as treasurer and director in the colony. She also founded the Hôtel-Dieu de Montréal, Montreal’s first hospital.

Today, Jeanne Mance is recognized as co-founder of Montreal just as Paul de Chomedey, Sieur de Maisonneuve.

• A fascinating biography allowing young readers to discover the courage and motivation of this great pioneer.
• A comprehensive record containing a glossary, descriptions of Jeanne Mance’s contemporaries and several texts about the foundation of Ville-Marie.

About Other Books in this Collection

“This collection should be mandatory reading in elementary school.”

Pause lecture

“This biography allows the reader to have a picture of the man and his entourage, and also of the historical context in which he lived, which gives a rich book, historically well documented and, moreover, relevant.”

Marie Fradette, Lurelu

“The map and illustrations of Adeline Lamarre and Sybiline’s cover add to the pleasure.”

Thibaud Sallé, Lurelu
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